Laboratory MOU

- FBI Laboratory and APHIS - VS, PPQ, WS
- Initiated in 2008
- Final OGC review
- Signed document by the end of the year
- Info sharing MOU??
FBI Laboratory

- Expands Bio-threat agent Capabilities
- HEAT space as needed
- Enhances overall response
Partner Laboratory Symposium

- DHS, DoD, DoE, USDA, and National Labs
- Expanded to other Federal Response Agencies
- International Participants
- FBI Academy June 11-13th
Topics

- QA - Chain of Custody, Record Management, etc
- Evidence Handling/Analysis
- Legal 411 - Discovery Request, Testimony, etc
- Partner Laboratory Updates
Agroterrorism Workshops

- Multi-sector Workshops
- New- Ag/ Investigation workshop
- Postponed for FY’13
International Symposium for Agroterrorism

- Multi-agency sponsored
- International meeting
- Scheduled for FY’14
Questions?

Neel Barnaby, PhD
CBRN Sciences Unit
FBI Laboratory
703-632-8406
Neel.Barnaby@ic.fbi.gov